Does the Rasch Model work for Equating?

Abstract

The advent of modern psychometric theory, Item Response Theory (IRT), has enabled performance to be compared over time, across academic year levels where different tests (different items assessing the same construct) have been used for different student groups on different occasions. In order for this to occur, the tests have to be equated. Once they are equated, the students’ performances can be represented along the same scale. Once they are on the same scale they can be directly compared e.g. comparison of Year 3, 5 and 7 in a subject and their performances can be compared to predetermined cut-scores. Test equating of this type is currently used widely in Australia to identify the percentage of students to be ‘at risk’ (below benchmark). The results from two equating procedures (relative anchoring and concurrent equating) used with Rasch (1960) measurement models are compared, as fit to the model gets progressively worse. The research question is what happens to students’ marks as fit to the model varies? Data in this study were generated from the one-parameter logistic model using the Simulation Program for Rasch Data (RUMMSims). The findings of the present study indicate that when data fit the Rasch model there is no significant difference between results produced from the different equating procedures. However, as data fit to the model get progressively worse, the equating results that emerge from applying different equating procedures generate significant variations.
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Introduction

In many testing situations it is frequently necessary and desirable to have several forms of a test for a variety of reasons, such as maintaining test security and enabling an individual to take a test more than once. Multiple forms are also essential for situations such as educational and vocational admission testing and longitudinal studies such as those that try to monitor developmental trends in children’s cognitive, social and emotional abilities. When tests are used in these situations, the test forms should be equated onto a common metric to convert the raw scores obtained from two different forms of a test “so that scores derived from the two forms after conversion will be directly equivalent” (Angoff, 1971, p. 562). In the case of college and vocational selection, for example, equating is essential because comparisons are made between persons who sit for different forms of the test; without equating, persons who take the more difficult form would be at a disadvantage relative to persons who take the easier form.

The process of transforming scores on one test so that they can be compared directly to scores on another is referred to as equating, scaling or linking. As an integral part of the test construction process, test equating has received widespread coverage in the measurement literature. It is beyond the scope of this paper to consider all aspects of test equating. However, it is the aim of this paper to provide an overview of some of the more common methods for equating different test forms.

Equate, Scaling and Linking tests

Equating, scaling and linking are terms used to describe the empirical procedures used in transforming the scores of tests to ensure that it makes no difference, which set of items students have taken. After equating has been carried out, it is possible to compare the performance of students, even though the students have scores based upon tests composed of different items.

Beguin (2000) makes the following distinction between the terms equating, linking and scaling which are the terms that describe the statistical procedures used to adjust the scores on different test forms so that they can be used interchangeably (see Angoff, 1971; Kolen and Brennan, 1995).

Equating is the process used to adjust the scores on equivalent test forms. A process related to equating but different in purpose is linking… Linking is used for tests that are purposefully built to be different in statistical characteristics. From a statistical point of view, equating is a special case of linking or scaling to achieve comparability (Beguin, 2000, page 3).

In essence, equating measures ensures that the measures are interchangeable. Scaling on the other hand refers to the process of associating numbers with the performance of students. When two tests have been equated, they are placed on the same scale. However, when two tests have been scaled they have not necessarily been equated (Kolen, 1985).

A definition of equating promulgated by Angoff (1971) states that to equate two test forms is

… to convert the system of units of one form to
the system of units of the other – so that scores derived from the two forms after conversion will be directly equivalent (Angoff, 1971, page 562).

Lord (1977, 1980) has proposed a definition of equating which introduces the notion of equity.

Tests X and Y can be considered to be equated if and only if it is a matter of indifference to each examinee whether he takes Test X or Test Y (Lord, 1977, page 128).

There are a number of implicit conditions that should be met before equating test forms. These conditions are summarised by Peterson, Kolen & Hoover (1989) as follow:

1) The tests being equated must measure the same variable- unidimensionality. For example, an analogy from the physical sciences would be equating degrees Fahrenheit and degrees Centigrade. Both are measures of temperatures. Similarly the equating of different currencies, such as Australian dollars, French francs and Italian lira is possible because they are measures of the same variable, purchasing power. In the case of equating test, it makes sense to equate tests that obviously measure the same variable. For example, equating a reading literacy test from Western Australia to one from Victoria is worthwhile. Angoff (1971) would suggest, however, that it makes little sense to equate tests measuring performance on different variables. For example, he suggests that equating a test that is a measure of arithmetic achievement to a test, which is a measure of artistic aptitude, is worthless.

2) The transformation is the same regardless of the group from which it is derived- population invariant. In other word, the resulting equivalence should not depend on the students, whose responses are used to develop the transformation, thus making the equating generalisable.

As Angoff (1971) states:

…in order to be truly a transformation of only systems of units, the conversion must be unique, except for random error associated with the unreliability of the data and the method used for determining the transformation; the resulting conversion should be independent of the individuals from whom the data were drawn to develop the conversion and should be freely applicable to all situations (Angoff, 1971, page 562).

The condition is an extension of a basic measurement principle developed explicitly by Thurstone (1959).

If a scale value is to be regarded as valid, the scale values of the statements should not be affected by the opinions of the people who help to construct it. This may turn out to be a severe test in practice, but the scaling method must stand the test before it can be accepted as being more than a description of the people who construct the scale (Thurstone, 1959, page 228).

Rasch (1960) also stressed the need for this kind of invariance and referred to it later in his writings as “specific objectivity”.

Individual-centred statistical techniques require models in which each individual is characterized separately and from which, given adequate data, the individual parameters can be estimated. It is further essential that comparisons between individuals become independent of which particular instruments – tests, or items or other stimuli – within the class
considered have been used. Symmetrically, it ought to be possible to compare stimuli belonging to the same class—measuring the same thing—independent of which individuals within the class were instrumental for the comparison (Rasch, 1960, page vii).

Specific Objectivity is a property taken for granted in the field of physical measurement.

3) The two tests must be equally reliable or perfectly parallel (Lord, 1980). In practice this condition is rarely, if ever, met. A less rigorous definition has been used in connection with constructing statistically equivalent tests.

Non-parallel tests X and Y (that is, tests measuring the same non unidimensional ability but differing in difficulty or reliability) can be considered to be equated if any two examinees of equal true ability, one taking test X and the other taking test Y, would be expected to obtain the same score when performance on test X and test Y are expressed on a common score scale (Kolen, 1981, page 1).

Kolen (1981) referred to the above as the definition of equating for non-parallel tests. Whitely and Dawis (1974) refer to this definition as the equating of “tau-equivalent” measures, where “tau” refers to the symbol “$\tau$” which stands for an ideal true score of a person.

**Forms of Equating**

There are two general forms of equating, commonly referred to as horizontal and vertical equating. Equating test forms that are designed to measure the same attribute at the same difficulty level for the same population is referred to as horizontal equating. In this form of equating, different forms of the test would normally be designed to have comparable item content and similar distributions of item statistics (Slind & Linn, 1977). Vertical equating, on the other hand, refers to the process of converting to a single scale, scores on forms of a test designed for populations at different educational levels. In contrast to horizontal equating, forms to be vertically equated differ intentionally in the difficulty of the items for a single population of examinees and in their content specifications as well (Slind & Linn, 1977). Thus, the main purpose of vertical equating is to produce a single scale that enables the comparison of ability estimates at different points in time and also to provide information that can be used for comparison of different year cohorts of the same points in time (Hembelton & Swaminathan, 1985; Weiss & Yoes, 1991).

**Methods of Equating**

Research into theories for the equating of tests, particularly those with items that are dichotomously scored, has been going on for more than 50 years. Test equating methods, according to the testing theory on which they are based, can generally be classified as:

**Classical Test Theory Equating:** The traditional methods of equating tests revolve around matching the shapes of the distribution of scores. In the case of the linear equating method, the assumption is that the only difference between two tests to be equated is a difference in origin and unit. The linear equating method adjusts for these differences by setting the mean (origin) and standard deviation...
(unit) of the same groups of students on the relevant tests to the same means and standard deviation. This type of equating underpins most statistical procedures that are used to moderate school assessments before they are combined with examination scores to produce Tertiary Entrance Scores.

Equipercentile equating method assumes that in general, scores on different tests cannot be equated by adjusting the origin and unit size only. The method requires the cumulative frequency distributions for each test, and assigns the same scaled score to the scores on Test X and Test Y if their percentile ranks are the same. That is, the equivalent scores are scores on Test X and Test Y that have the same percentile rank. This method is generally used in Australian states to adjust for differences among subjects. Once it has been carried out, the scaled scores from the different subjects are added the resulting score is expressed as the Tertiary Entrance Score.

Both of these equating methods assume that the students that have done the two tests are the same students or at least they are randomly equivalent groups. If this is not the case, more advanced equating methods, with additional assumptions must be used. (See Angoff, 1971; Braun and Holland, 1982; Dorans, 1990; Gulliksen, 1950; Marco, Petersen and Stewart, 1983).

Recently, a number of researchers have drawn attention to shortcomings of traditional procedures such as equipercentile and linear methods of equating, particularly for vertical equating tasks, and have suggested that among current methods of equating tests, only those based on item characteristic curve theory (i.e., latent trait models) are appropriate for the tasks of vertical equating (Divgi, 1981; Guskey, 1981; Holms, 1982; Lord, 1975; Loyed & Hoover, 1980; Reckase, 1981; Skaggs & Robert, 1988; Slind & Linn, 1977, 1978, 1979; Smith & Kramer, 1992; Wright, 1977; Wright & Dorans, 1993).

**Item Response Theory Equating:** The development of Rasch models arose from an equating problem at the level of tests. Reading tests, administered to the same pupils at different stages, to measure the improvement in reading ability (Rasch, 1960/1980) had to be equated. The important characteristic of these unidimensional models for measurement was that they had one parameter for a student, *the ability,* and one parameter for the test, *its difficulty.* Moreover, no assumptions were needed regarding the distribution of student abilities or test difficulties. Thus the student and test parameter, together with the form of the model, were considered to determine the probability of an error in reading each word.

It was from the solution to this problem at the level of the test that Rasch proceeded to the model for dichotomous items, which he later generalized to items with more than two categories. Rasch model for dichotomous items, that is also referred to as Simple Logistic Model (SLM), can be expressed as follows (Andrich, 1988):

\[ P\{x_{ni} = 1\} = \frac{B_n}{D_i} / G_{ni} \]

Where

\( P\{x_{ni} = 1\} \) is the probability that person \( n \) will answer item \( i \) correctly

\( B_n \) is the location of person on the variable;
\( D_i \) is the location of item on the variable; 
\( G_{ni} \) is equal to \( 1 + (B_{ni} / D_i) \) and is a normalizing factor that ensures that 
\( P[x_{ni}=1]+P[x_{ni}=0] = 1.0 \)

This equation can also be expressed as the logarithmic metric as shown below:

\[
P \{x_{ni}; \beta_n, \delta_i\} = \exp[\beta_n(x_{ni} - \delta_i)]/\gamma_{ni}
\]

Where
\( \beta_n \) is the parameter describing the location of person \( n \) on the variable;
\( \delta_i \) is the parameter describing the location of item \( i \) on the variable; and
\( \gamma_{ni} \) is equal to \( 1 + \exp[\beta_n - \delta_i] \) and is the normalizing factor.

Four data-related conditions have been associated with the requirements that underlie this model:

1. **Local Independence**: the probability that a person responds correctly to a particular item should be independent of the responses that have been made to previous items;
2. **Equality of item discrimination**: the set to which the model is being applied must share a common level of discrimination;
3. **No guessing**: performance on the item set should not be influenced by guessing; and
4. **Unidimensionality**: the item set must measure only one trait or ability, (Rentz & Bashaw, 1975). In addition, the Rasch model, as well as other latent trait models, requires the tests to be unspeeded; otherwise, the probability of correctly answering the last items depends not only on the probability of success due to attempting the item but also on the probability of attempting the item (Slinde & Linn, 1979).

One of the advantages of using the method developed by Rasch (1960/1980, 1968, 1977), is that it provides an explicit framework for evaluating the validity of equating any two tests.

When items in different tests have been
- constructed to measure the same property; and,
- shown to fit the requirements of the Rasch model, then they can be transformed onto a single common scale.

Once the items are on a common scale, they share a common calibration. The measures that result from scores on any tests that are drawn from the scale, are automatically equated and no further collection or analysis of data is needed.

**Procedures for Equating Using IRT**

Traditional methods of test equating with the Rasch model have used common persons or common items to place items from different tests onto a common scale. There are a number of different estimation procedures for IRT Equating:

1. **Concurrent Equating**: This procedure uses the overlap between subsets of data to simultaneously estimate item parameters for the Rasch model. This means that the item parameters and the person measures are on the same scale. There is no need to conduct any subsequent transformations and the estimates and measures are directly comparable.

The concurrent equating approach uses the
missing data feature of the recent Rasch programs to determine the locations of the items from the data matrices.

2. Relative Anchoring: This procedure involves calibrating the two tests separately. The parameters in the situation are not necessarily invariant, because in each of the calibrations the item difficulties must be arbitrarily assigned to ensure that the sum is equal to zero (that is, the origin of each of the scales is arbitrary). To ensure that the two tests are on the same scale therefore, differences caused by the arbitrary assignments must be adjusted. The adjustment must be estimated on the basis of having elements in common between the two tests. In the case of common person equating the common elements are the students. In the case of common item equating the common elements are the items that are in both forms of the test. The effect of the difference in local origins is removed by calculating the difference in difficulties between the common items (or persons) from the two tests. A weighted or unweighted average of the differences is used as the link or translation constant necessary to place the items on the same scale.

Equating designs

There are a number of different design or data collection procedures available for equating test scores. The designs have been referred to in a number of different ways in the literature. For the purposes of this paper, however, the names will be referenced to the type of group used in the design. There are three commonly used equating designs:

1. Single group design: In this design two or more forms of a test are administered to the same group of students. Since only one group of students is involved in the test equating process, so the between groups differences are minimised and, consequently, the measurement error is relatively small. This design, however, requires that students answer to a huge amount of items, thus fatigue is the first source of error. Practice effect or test wiseness is the second error source, especially when tests to be equated have the same format. Counter balancing the order of test administration is one possible procedure to eliminate these two sources of error (Kolen, 1988; Kolen and Brennan, 1995).

2. Equivalent group design: In this design two or more forms to be equated are administered to two or more equivalent groups of students. This design is illustrated in Figure 2. As Figure 1 illustrates Group 1 has completed Form A and Group 2 has taken Form B. As assignment of students into Group A and Group B has been randomly this design can be also called the random group design. This design has not got the single group design’s disadvantages, namely, fatigue and practice effects. In addition, this design is not time consuming because students take only one test. There is, however, no guaranty that two groups be exactly the same in their ability distributions to eliminate this source of error increasing of sample size is required (Kolen, 1988; Kolen and Brennan, 1995).

3. Anchor-test design: In this design, that is also referred to as the common-item nonequivalent group design (Kolen, 1988), two or more forms to be equated are administered to two or more different groups of students. In contrast with the
equivalent group design, groups can have different ability distribution. The other feature of this design is that a set of common items is used to adjust the difference between the test forms. Because groups may have a different ability distribution, this design has widely used in longitudinal studies to measure growth spurt. This design is also extremely useful in developing item banks.

This Study

There have been numerous studies that focus upon effectiveness of equating using IRT. Most of these have focused upon evaluating the utility of various equating designs and procedures where the data fit the Rasch mode (e.g. Slinde & Linn, 1977, 1978, 1979; Gustafsson, 1979; Loyd & Hoover, 1980; Holmes, 1982; Schratz, 1984; Shen, 1993). However, in practice, data rarely fit the model closely. This study, therefore, tends to take these earlier studies a step further by examining what happens to the results that evolve from using different equating procedures, as the fit to the Rasch model gets progressively worse. More particularly this study is designed to compare the results generated from two equating procedures (concurrent and relative anchoring) applied to the same data sets as fit to the Rasch model progressively deteriorates.

Methodology

For the purposes of this study, data were generated to fit the Rasch Model using Simulation Program for Rasch Data or RUMMSims (Andrich, Luo & Sheridan, 1997). These data were then adjusted to generate datasets that fit the Rasch Model less well. The following method has been used to produce and compare the equating results from the two equating procedures.

Data fit the model: The following procedure is used to generate a data set that has relatively good fit to the Rasch Model: split the data set into two test form data sets with items in common; equate the two test forms using the concurrent and relative equating procedures; and compare the results obtained from the two equating procedures.

1. Use the RUMMSims program to generate a data set.
2. Divide the data set into two separate Tests (Test A and Test B) with 30 items in each. Tests A and B are linked by 10 common items (item 21 to 30 in Test A; items 31 to 40 in Test B).
3. Use the RUMM (Rasch Unidimensional Measurement Model) program to estimate item and ability locations for Test A and Test B separately.
4. Use the RUMM program and employ relative and concurrent equating to place the item difficulty estimates from one test on the same scale as the other.

5. Relative equating involves the calculation of the mean of the differences of the difficulties of common items in the two tests being equated. The results are then used to place one scale on the other scale.
6. Concurrent equating involves pooling the data generated by the two tests into one combined data set. This process leads to the simultaneous calibration of items of both tests onto the one scale.
7. Compare the equating results obtained from the different equating procedures by plotting them on the same graph with the 95% confidence intervals.

These plots are used to evaluate the invariance of item difficulty or person measures and hence the quality of the items. 95% confidence intervals make it easy to see how satisfactorily the item points in the plots follow the expected identity lines.

If the data fit the measurement model, then it is expected that the independent estimates of the difficulties of the items that emerge from different equating procedures will be statistically equivalent. The small differences between two scales show that different equating procedures can produce results equivalent to a combined calibration of both Test A and Test B.

Data do not fit the model: The following procedure shows the different steps that are carried out in preparing and comparing equating data when those data are not in accordance with the model.

1. Use the RUMMSims to generate a data set.
2. Change the content of data sets generated by the Rasch model to produce data sets that do not fit the Model.
3. Total – Item Chi-square, generated by RUMM program as Item-trait Interaction, is used to pass judgment about the degree of fit-the-model. Three groups have been selected since Chi-Square is affected by the number of groups used to conduct a test-of-fit, three groups have been selected to conduct a test-of-fit. Degree of fit-the-model is divided into five categories as follow: 1) Very Good Fit (VGF), 2) Good Fit (GF), 3) Average Fit (AF), 4) Poor Fit (PF), and 5) Very Poor Fit (VPF).
4. Divide the data set into two separated Tests (Test A and test B) with 30 items in each. Tests A and B are linked by 10 common items (item 21 to 30 in Test A; items 31 to 40 in Test B).
5. Repeat step 3 to 7 above.

Any large differences between two scales show that different procedures of equating can produce different results in comparison with a combined calibration of both Test A and Test B.

Results

In this study the anchor-test design (e.g. common items nonequivalent design) is employed to equate two tests of different difficulty that have been given to two groups of different ability level. This section presents the results obtained from applying different equating procedures, as the fit to the Rasch model gets progressively worse.

As mentioned earlier, the present study compares the equating results generated from different equating procedures by plotting them on the same graph with their 95% confidence intervals. These plots are used to evaluate the invariance of item difficulty or person measures obtained from different equating procedures under different model-data fit. If data fit the Rasch model relatively well, then it is expected that the independent estimates of item fit that emerge from the two different equating procedures should be the same or at least relatively equivalent.

Any small differences that do emerge between the two estimates indicate that different equating
procedures produce equivalent results and there is no problem with alternating and using different equating procedures. However, if there are large differences between these two estimates produced from the different equating procedures then it means that the equating procedures do give different results and that using different equating procedures on different occasions can have significant implications for the problem. For example, if a student is above a selection cut-score when two tests are equated using relative anchoring, then there are serious problems with interpreting the results.

Figure 1 shows the scatter plot of the person measures produced after equating two tests using concurrent equating and relative anchoring procedure when the data in both tests fit the Rasch model.

Figure 1: Comparison of Concurrent Equating with Relative Anchoring Procedure based on Person locations. 

\((n=500; i=20; ci=10)\)

As can be seen, all person measures lie within the 95% confidence limits. It means that both concurrent equating and absolute anchoring have generated the same equating results. Another way to examine the educational significance of the results is to use a mis-classification table as shown in Table 1.
Table 1: Comparison of Concurrent Equating with Relative Anchoring Procedure Results in terms of Cut-Score=31

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Relative Anchoring</th>
<th>Concurrent Cut-Score</th>
<th>Equating Cut-Score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Above Cut-Score</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Below Cut-Score</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>935</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Above Cut-Score</td>
<td>6.5%</td>
<td>0.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Below Cut-Score</td>
<td>0.0%</td>
<td>93.5%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This Table shows that the number of students above and below the cut-score is exactly the same.

It means that there is no difference between results generated from concurrent equating and relative anchoring procedures.

Figure 2 illustrates the same scatter plot when the model-data fit in Test A is very good but the model-data fit in Test B is very poor.

Figure 2: Comparison of Concurrent Equating with Relative Anchoring Procedure based on Person locations.

\( (n=500; i=20; ci=10) \)

As this Figure reveals, the person measures emerged from the different equating procedures provided different results. Based on this scatter plot, it seems clear that two equating procedures, concurrent equating and absolute anchoring, have generated slightly different equating results as the fit to the model has degenerated.
Table 2: Comparison of Concurrent Equating with Relative Anchoring Procedure Results in terms of Cut-Score=0

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Relative Anchoring</th>
<th>Concurrent Above Cut-Score</th>
<th>Equating Below Cut-Score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Above Cut-Score</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Below Cut-Score</td>
<td>0.0%</td>
<td>1.0%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The equating results obtained by these two procedures relative to an arbitrary cut-score of 0, are presented in Table 2. As this Table indicates 2 students would have their classification changed according to the use of the equating procedure. That is two students who would be classified as being below the cut score if the data were equated using concurrent equating would in fact be above the cut score if the tests were equated using relative anchoring.

Figure 3 shows the results when the model-data fit in Test A is very poor and the model-data fit in Test B is good.

As this Figure reveals, the person measures emerged from the different equating procedures are different. It means that two equating procedures, concurrent equating and absolute anchoring, have not generated the same equating results.

The equating results obtained by these two procedures, relative to an arbitrary cut score of 1.5, are presented in Table 3.

Table 3: Comparison of Concurrent Equating with Relative Anchoring Procedure Results in terms of Cut-Score=1.5

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Relative Anchoring</th>
<th>Concurrent Above Cut-Score</th>
<th>Equating Below Cut-Score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Above Cut-Score</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Below Cut-Score</td>
<td>0.0%</td>
<td>93%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
As this Table shows 13 students would have their classification changed according to the use of the equating procedure. In other words, 13 students who are above the cut score, when applying relative anchoring, would be classified as being below the cut score if two tests were equated using concurrent equating. In this situation, the students that their marks have been equated by applying concurrent equating procedure would be at a disadvantage relative to students that relative anchoring procedure has been applied to equate their marks.

The scatter plot of the person measures produced after equating two tests using concurrent equating and the relative anchoring procedures when the model-data fit in both tests is very poor is illustrated in Figure 4.

![Figure 4: Comparison of Concurrent Equating with Relative Anchoring Procedure based on Person locations.](n=250; i=20; ci=10)

As can be seen, the person measures emerged from the different equating procedures generated significant variations. It means that two equating procedures, concurrent equating and absolute anchoring, have generated very different equating results as the fit to the model in both tests has degenerated.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Relative Anchoring</th>
<th>Concurrent Above Cut-Score</th>
<th>Concurrent Below Cut-Score</th>
<th>Equating Above Cut-Score</th>
<th>Equating Below Cut-Score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Above Cut-Score</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>8.8%</td>
<td>3.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Below Cut-Score</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>423</td>
<td>6.6%</td>
<td>84.6%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The equating results emerged from concurrent equating and relative anchoring procedures, relative to an arbitrary cut score of 3, are presented in Table 4. As this Table shows 50 students would have different classification according to the use of the equating procedure. That is 17 students who are above the cut score, when applying relative anchoring, would be classified as being below the cut score if two tests were equated using concurrent equating. Similarly, 33 students would be classified as being below the cut score if the data were equated using relative anchoring would be above the cut score if the tests were equated using concurrent equating procedure.

Figure 5 illustrates the scatter plot of the person locations produced after equating two tests using concurrent equating and the relative anchoring procedures when the model-data fit in Test A is poor and the model-data fit in Test B is very good.

![Figure 5: Comparison of Concurrent Equating with Relative Anchoring Procedure based on Person locations. (n=500; i=30; ci=10)](image)

As this Figure reveals, the majority of person locations lie outside the 95% confidence limits. It indicates concurrent equating and relative anchoring, have generated very different equating results.

The equating results obtained by these two procedures, relative to an arbitrary cut score of 3, is shown in Table 5.

![Table 5: Comparison of Concurrent Equating with Relative Anchoring Procedure Results in terms of Cut-Score=3](table)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Relative Anchoring</th>
<th>Concurrent Above Cut-Score</th>
<th>Equating Below Cut-Score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Above Cut-Score</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Below Cut-Score</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>905</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As this Table shows 49 students would have
their classification changed only because of the using of equating procedure. In this case, 28 students who are above the cut score, when using relative anchoring, would be classified as being below the cut score if two tests were equated by using concurrent equating. Similarly, 21 students would who would be classified as being below the cut score if the data were equated using relative anchoring would be above the cut score if the concurrent equating procedure were used to equate to tests.

Discussion

The purpose of present study is to investigate the relationship between different procedures of test equating and fit of the data to the Rasch model. The findings indicate that when data fit the Rasch model there is no significant difference between equating results.

From a theoretical perspective, these results are to be expected. If two tests fit the model relatively well, then the resulting student scores should be independent of the items that the students attempt. If the tests do not fit the model as well, then the concurrent equating procedure will take the total set of items in the two tests and produce a variable that is an amalgam of the two tests. The variable is not the same as either of the two tests. The relative anchoring on the other hand produces a score that is a direct result of adding a translation constant to one of the tests. The variables have not been merged in any “real” way to produce a new variable. In fact the equating results become less conceptually comparable as the fit of the data to the model diminishes.

As fit to the model gets progressively worse the results from using different equating procedures are less comparable and the consequences from a selection point of view become less acceptable.

When this result is translated to a situation in Australia, for example, where different states use different equating procedures to generate a single state scale and then these scales are amalgamated onto a national scale for the purposes of comparing student performance to predetermined standards or benchmarks, it raises significant equity issues. Would the same students or number of students designated, as being below benchmark, remain the same? The answer to this is yes, if the state data fits the model relatively well and no, if the state data are less in accord with the Rasch model.
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